Adaptive optics optical coherence tomography (AO-OCT) provides three-dimensional high-isotropic-resolution retinal images in vivo. We developed AO-OCT with a 1.03-μm probing beam and demonstrated high-penetration, high-resolution retinal imaging. Axial scans are acquired with a speed of 47,000 lines/s. AO closed loop is configured with a single deformable mirror. Seven eyes of 7 normal subjects were examined. Signal enhancement was found for all subjects. A rippled interface between nerve fiber layer and ganglion cell layer, boundary between ganglion cell layer and inner plexiform layer, and chorioscleral interface were identified. Simultaneous high-resolution and high-penetration choroidal imaging may be useful for microstructural investigation of photoreceptors and glaucomatous nerve-fiber abnormalities.
Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has witnessed considerable developments in the last few decades. Spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) has been demonstrated to provide three-dimensional depth-resolved information about biological samples based on optical heterodyne detection [1, 2] and higher sensitivity and higher acquisition speed than time domain OCT (TD-OCT) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Ophthalmic OCT has been used for the diagnosis and investigation of several types of eye diseases, e.g., depth-resolved retinal images can be used to obtain a quantitative value of the nerve fiber layer (NFL) thickness that is related to neural abnormalities caused by glaucoma [9, 10] .
Alternative probing beam wavelengths have been studied for applications in ophthalmic OCT. Although most ophthalmic OCTs use a center wavelength of an 840-nm probe for posterior-eye imaging, one of the attractive and promising probing beam wavelengths is 1.0-μm. The local minima of the water absorption and dispersion were located at around 1.0-μm [11] [12] [13] [14] . The lower absorption of melanin and lower scattering of the retinal and choroidal fundus was found at 1.0-μm compared to 840-nm [15, 16] . These properties enable highpenetration retinal imaging at 1.0-μm, and ophthalmic OCT using a 1.0-μm probe is known to provide better image contrast of the deep region of the eye as compared to the 840-nm probe [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Additionally, moderate chromatic aberrations of the eye exist at the 1.0-μm wavelength band [23] .
Cellular-level structural information cannot be easily obtained by conventional ophthalmic OCT, because residual ocular aberrations and eye motion deteriorate the lateral resolution of retinal images. In order to overcome these problems, dynamic compensation of ocular aberrations and high-speed image acquisition are essential. Adaptive optics (AO) technology has been used to compensate the ocular aberrations. AO has been combined with several types of conventional ophthalmic imaging devices such as a flood-illumination camera [24] , scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and OCT [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . These combined techniques successfully improved the lateral resolution of retinal images and provided cellular-level structural information of the in vivo retina, such as photoreceptors and microcapillaries, and blood cells. In particular, AO-OCT provides three-dimensional high isotropic resolution for in vivo retinal images. Latest studies on AO-OCT have demonstrated high-speed retinal imaging with speed of up to 120,000 A-lines/s [41] . Further, polarization sensitive-OCT (PS-OCT) has been combined with AO to realize the high-resolution measurement of birefringence [42] .
In this study, we demonstrate high-penetration and high-resolution AO-OCT using a center wavelength of 1.03-μm by combining a SD-OCT and an AO retinal scanner [43] [44] [45] .
Methods

AO retinal scanner
The schematic diagram of the AO retinal scanner is shown in Fig. 1 . The AO retinal scanner was designed for a 1.0 μm wavelength and previously demonstrated as an AO-SLO system [43] . An 840-nm SLD light source is used as an AO beacon. An eye pupil, a deformable mirror (Mirao52d, Imagine Eyes, France), a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (HASO32, Imagine Eyes), and horizontal and vertical scanners are placed at each conjugated plane with magnifications of 1×, 1.9×, 0.2×, 0.3×, and 0.5×. A horizontal resonant scanner (HS) is mounted on a coaxis galvanometric motor in the same fashion of Ref. 26 . This resonant scanner has a resonant frequency of 15 kHz and is only used when the AO retinal scanner is used with SLO. The galvanometric motor is utilized for OCT slow scan. Another vertical galvanometric scanner (VS) is used for a fast scan of OCT. The residual wavefront error including the system and ocular aberrations is measured using the HASO32, which reconstructs the wavefront surfaces with a Zernike modal reconstruction algorithm and calculates root-mean-square (RMS) wavefront error. An AO closed loop runs within the measurement with an iteration frequency of 7 Hz. The magnification from the fiber tip to the retina is 0.91 for an emmetropic eye. The optical loss of the AO retinal scanner is 7 dB with a new pellicle beamsplitter at 1-μm.
In order to minimize the aberrations of the AO retinal scanner, cumulative astigmatism was canceled by the pair of vertically off-axis SMs [27, 43] , as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Total residual RMS wavefront error of the system was measured to be less than 0.1 μm.
A Badal optometer is placed in front of the the eye pupil, L6 and L7, for the correction of large amount of defocus of the eye [27] . The correctable range was from -9 D to 4 D.
Chromatic aberrations of the eye between 840-nm and 1.03-μm were less than around 0.5 D [23] . The difference results in the displacement of the depth and lateral position of the focus, respectively called longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) and transversal chromatic aberration (TCA). Although the TCA between 840-nm and 1.03-μm results in different fields of view between 840-nm and 1.03-μm, the field of view of the system is calibrated by 1.03-μm and this TCA does not introduce a significant error. The LCA between 840-nm and 1.03-μm was canceled by adjusting the lens distance between L4 and L5.
In order to eliminate the abrupt fluctuation of aberrations caused by the pull-back action of the galvanometric scanner, the frequency of the AO closed loop was configured to be identical to a submultiple of the frequency of the galvanometric scanner. Further, HASO32 was driven by a synchronization trigger that was generated from the position monitor of the fast galvanometric scanner.
A fixation target was used to reduce the eye motion and to allow imaging of given eccentricity. As the fixation target, grid lines were printed on a paper and placed at a retinal conjugated plane. The measured eccentricity was roughly calibrated using the fixation target up to an eccentricity of 9 degrees. 
SD-OCT
The OCT system is based on an unbalanced Michelson interferometer, the schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1 . The light source for the probing beam is 1-μm SLD (Superlum) with a center wavelength of 1.03-μm and a spectral bandwidth (FWHM) of 106 nm. The theoretical axial resolution was 3.4 μm in tissue, and the measured axial resolution was 5.6 μm in tissue. The 1.03-μm light is coupled with 840-nm light using a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) coupler that was designed for 1.06-μm and 840-nm. Then, the light passes through a circulator and a fiber coupler, both of which are designed for 1.06-μm light. A polarization controller is placed before the circulator and aligned such that polarization mode dispersion is avoided; this mainly occurs at the circulator. After passing through the fiber coupler, 20% of the light is delivered to the reference arm and 80 % of the light is delivered to the AO retinal scanner. The backscattered light from the retina is recoupled and sent back to the fiber coupler, where it is recombined with the reference signal. 80% of the recombined light is delivered to the spectrometer and collimated by an achromatic lens, diffracted by a reflective grating, and detected by an InGaAs line-scan camera with 1024-pixel resolution (SUI1024LDH, Sensors Unlimited, Inc.) at a speed of 47,000 lines/s. A polarization controller is aligned to optimize the polarization state; this improves the efficiency of the reflection grating. The details of the SD-OCT system have been described in [44, 45] .
The optical powers on the cornea was 0.9 mW for the probing beam and 0.07 mW for the AO beacon. These were below the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) safety limit [46, 47] .
System sensitivity
In order to evaluate the system performance of AO-OCT, the system sensitivity was evaluated.
The sensitivity measurement was performed using a model eye with a mirror reflector at a retinal conjugated plane. During the measurement, the deformable mirror was flattened, and hence the system aberrations were not corrected. The measured sensitivity of AO-OCT was 83 dB.
In the case of non-AO SD-OCT which was described in Ref. [44, 45] , but operated at a halfrange mode, the sensitivity was measured to be 93.0 dB, while the theoretical shot-noise-limited sensitivity is 100.8 dB. The degradation of the system sensitivity of 7.8 dB may be because of relatively high camera noise. Since the non-AO SD-OCT and AO-OCT shares a spectrometer, this sensitivity degradation may exist also in AO-OCT.
The theoretical shot-noise-limited sensitivity of AO-OCT is 95.3 dB. Accounting for the sensitivity loss based on the camera noise, a predicted sensitivity, which is limited by the camera noise and relative intensity noise, becomes 87.5 dB, and 4.5 dB loss remains unexplained. This unexplained loss could be explained by the misalignment of the mirror reflector and the system aberration. In in vivo AO-OCT measurements, the signal intensity will increase more by the aberration correction (See section 3.2).
Measurement protocol
We carried out tests for the 7 eyes of 7 normal subjects. A patch of the retina at an eccentricity of approximately 6 degree on the nasal retina was scanned iteratively. The imaging retinal eccentricity was set by location of external fixation point. For the stabilization of fixation, the dominant eyes were measured. For all subjects, the measured field of view is 4.5 degree on the retina with calibration for emmetropia.
The subjects followed proper procedures before the measurement. First, two drops of 0.5% tropicamide and 0.5% phenylephrine hydrochloride were applied for pupil dilation; the subject were then made to sit in a chair and place their head on a chin rest. Second, the residual defocus for a subject was roughly compensated using the Badal optometer by monitoring the RMS wavefront error, and the subjects manually controlled the axial position of the fixation target. Third, we started to run the AO closed loop. The eye was centralized by the subject based on the direction of an operator who monitored the transversal location of the pupil by a ShackHartmann image. The depth position was controlled by monitoring the OCT images.
Note that the defocus of the eye was not constant in time even we applying the eye drops because of the temporal dynamics of accommodation [48] . A single OCT volume requires a measurement time of a few second. For each measurement session, the aberrations of the eye was successfully compensated with sufficiently high iteration frequency of the AO closed loop. However, between each session, the amount of defocus will become larger than the stroke of the deformable mirror. This requires the defocus correction using the Badal optometer.
Informed consent was obtained from all of the subjects. This protocol conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki, and it was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Tsukuba.
Results
Retinal images
The effect of AO correction is shown in Fig. 2 . Images without AO were obtained when the deformable mirror was flattened and the defocus of the eye was corrected using the Badal optometer. With AO correction, the residual RMS wavefront error was typically 0.1 μm. The signal strength was improved and the image contrast was enhanced. However, the improvement of the lateral resolution was not huge as compared to that observed by AO-SLO, because the lateral resolution of AO-OCT is high even without AO. This difference might be attributable to the difference in the confocality (see Section 4.1).
The averaged B-scan image shown in Fig. 3 provides better visibility of detailed structures. Five frames are averaged in a linear scale after the numerical correction of eye motion. The dynamic range of these images is 35 dB. Each layer and boundary were identified based on histology and previous studies [36, 41] . Rippled interfaces between the nerve fiber layer (NFL) and the ganglion cell layer (GCL) were identified. This may correspond to the individual nerve fiber bundles that had been difficult to resolve using non-AO SD-OCT. The boundary between GCL and the inner plexiform layer (IPL) was identified. In addition, the chorioscleral interface was identified. This appearance indicates high penetration property of 1-μm wavelength.
In general, the depth dependent intensity change is not significant using 1-μm AO-OCT in comparison to 800-nm AO-OCT. There are two possible reasons: First, the 1-μm light results in wider depth of focus. Second, our system has relatively higher LCA in comparison to 800-nm AO-OCT using an achromatizer [37, 51] .
Analysis of image contrast
In order to confirm the feasibility of the system, several eyes were examined, as shown in Fig. 4 . The subject's demographics are summarized in Table 1 . An improvement of the image contrast was found in all subjects with AO. In order to analyze the image contrast quantitatively, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal gains were calculated, as shown in Table 2 . The SNR is defined as 10log max(I) σ 2 . Here, max(I) is the maximum intensity of the selected layers: NFL-IPL including the regions from the NFL to the IPL, INL-ONL including regions from the INL to the ONL, PRL-Choroid including regions from the PRL to the Choroid. σ 2 is a signal variance at a vitreous region which is considered as noise energy. Here, we assumed that the noise energy is constant between AO-on and AO-off. On the other hand, the signal gains were calculated as the ratio of the SNR with AO-on and the SNR with AO-off. Hence, the gain can be regarded as the gain of the signal energy. Note that the signal roll-off of the system was taking into account for the calculation. The signals were normalized by a fitting function of the measured roll-off sensitivity. As a result, positive signal gains were observed with all the subjects except NFL-IPL of subjects D and F. These negative gains are because of decreasing depth of focus by AO. Paired two-sided t-tests were performed to evaluate the gain of SNR for several depth regions. For the t-test, t.test function of a statistic language R was employed. For all 3 depth positions, statistically significant improvement of SNR was observed (P = 0.006, P = 0.004, and P = 0.014 for the regions of NFL-IPL, ONL-ONL and PRL-Choroid). The averaged signal gains were 7.0 dB, 8.2 dB, and 4.9 dB for the three depth regions, respectively.
In order to quantify the sensitivity of clinical features objectively, two OCT engineers who have more than 4-year experience in ophthalmic OCT (MY and SM) were involved as graders. The sensitivities are summarized in Table 3 . The sensitivity is categorized in binary grades: 0 for invisible or +1 for visible. The targeted features are a rippled interface between the NFL, and the GCL (NFL/GCL), an interface between the GCL and the IPL (GCL/IPL), and a chorioscleral interface (CSI). As a result, the sensitivity of NFL/GCL was 57.1% (MY and SM), that of GCL/IPL was 85.7% (MY) and 57.1% (SM), and that of CSI was 71.4% (MY and SM). The inter-grader agreements were 71.4%, 71.4%, and 100.0% for the sensitivity of the NFL/GCL, GCL/IPL, and CSI, respectively. Note that the feature of the CSI was observed with more than 71.4% and it is the advantage of high-penetration AO-OCT.
Discussion
Lateral resolution
In this section, we discuss the lateral resolution of AO-OCT using numerical simulations based on experimentally measured wavefront aberrations of the eye. The lateral resolution was estimated from the full width at half maximum of the point spread function (PSF). In confocal microscopy, PSF is represented by the following equation [49, 50] :
Here, PSF ill and PSF obs are point spread functions of illumination and observation, respectively. * denotes a convolution operator. D is the finite-sized pinhole; in the case of AO-OCT, a singlemode fiber acts as a detection pinhole. We applied a Gaussian function, D = exp
, to model the single-mode fiber detection. Here, c is the multiplication of the magnification and the mode field diameter of the single mode fiber, c = (M×D mode ) 4
. In our system, M = 0.91 and D mode = 6 μm. Note that the M = 0.91 is only valid for emmetropia because M depends on the configuration of the Badal optometer. Although a similar analysis was performed by Fernández et al. [50] , they did not take into account the detection pinhole and the magnification from the single-mode fiber to the retina, M, which is a function of the axial eye length if the eye is not emmetropic, i.e., M is a function of the stroke of the Badal optometer. In other words, M is used as a normalization factor between the retinal plane and the detector plane.
We used eq. (1) to estimate the lateral resolution with several magnifications, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The curves of AO-on and AO-off were calculated on the basis of typical aberrations of a normal subject (Subject-A) measured using our AO retinal scanner while AO was turned on and turned off, respectively. The residual amount of the aberration coefficients is shown in Figs. 5 (b) . Fig. 5 (c) shows the evolution of the RMS wavefront error along the time course of the AO closed loop. The lateral resolution was estimated from eq. (1). However, this analysis did not take into account the other factors that contributed to the lateral resolution, such as chromatic aberrations [37, 50, 51] , underestimation of odd aberrations [52] , and speckle size [42] .
Although our system was operated in the 1-μm wavelength band, which has moderate chromatic aberration, the effect of chromatic aberration remained, degraded the image qualities, and results in the relatively poorer depth dependent intensity change. Double-pass aberration measurement causes underestimation of odd aberrations of the system and the eye [52] . Namely, if the retina was regarded as an ideal scatterer (no specular reflection), the HASO32 could measure a pure single pass aberration. In practice, the light back-scattered from the retina contains the double pass information because of the specular reflection components. This becomes the error source of the aberration measurement.
The speckle size depends on the illumination diameter and the spectral bandwidth of the light source, and it degrades the image quality of the OCT images. Therefore, the actual lateral resolution is broadened to a greater extent than the estimation. For a more accurate analysis, a reasonable and reliable estimation of the lateral resolution is required.
non-AO SD-OCT vs. AO-OCT vs. AO-SLO
System performances of non-AO SD-OCT [44] , AO-OCT, and AO-SLO [43] were compared, as shown in it had a limited field of view and lower sensitivity than the non-AO SD-OCT. The field of view is limited to an isoplanatic patch [53] . Although the problem of lower sensitivity could be overcome by the signal gain afforded by AO and the contribution of the Stiles-Crowford effect [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] , the sensitivity of AO-OCT cannot easily exceed that of non-AO SD-OCT. AO-OCT is expected to provide higher-resolution retinal images than AO-SLO with the advantage of higher confocality. On the other hand, the acquisition speed of AO-SLO reduces the transversal motion artifacts. Table 4 . System characteristics of non-AO SD-OCT, AO-OCT, and AO-SLO.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated simultaneous high-penetration choroidal imaging and high-resolution retinal imaging using AO-OCT. With AO correction, this technique exhibited a statistically significant signal gain. Although the signal gain of the transversal resolution was lower than that of AO-SLO, it was sufficiently high to observe the retinal microstructures. Although non-AO-OCT with a high numerical aperture could provide moderately high resolution, the image contrast was dim, as shown in the measurement of AO-off. Therefore, the main advantage of this AO-OCT is the simultaneous realization of high-contrast and high-resolution. The retinal images provide information about not only the thickness of the retinal nerve fiber layer but also the structure of the nerve fiber. This information might be useful for carrying out a more detailed investigation of the neural abnormalities caused by glaucoma. Further, the identification of the chorioscleral interface indicates the high penetration capability of the system. This enables the investigation of microscopic structures of the deep region of the eye. 
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